HENRY COUNTY BUILDING DEPARTMENT
140 HENRY PARKWAY, McDONOUGH, GA 30253
PHONE: (770) 288-6051           FAX: (770) 288-6187

CONSTRUCTION WASTE BURIAL TRACKING SHEET

Address: ______________________ Owner/Builder: ________________________

Permit #: ______________________ Date Issued: ____________________________

- Will a construction waste burial site be located at the above location? **YES OR NO**
- If yes, has the Environmental Health Department approved the site? **YES OR NO**
  - If yes, attach a copy of the approval to the Building Inspector’s copy of the permit.
  - If no, the burial site shall **not** be dug until the Environmental Health Department has approved the site and confirmation of such approval has been provided to the Building Department.
- Has Owner/Builder received a copy of construction waste burial site regulations? **YES OR NO**
- Where is burial site located on lot? ________________________________
- Provide a sketch of burial site.

**DATE INSPECTED:** _________ **INSPECTED BY:** _________ **CONDITION OF SITE:** _________

**DATE INSPECTED:** _________ **INSPECTED BY:** _________ **CONDITION OF SITE:** _________

**DATE INSPECTED:** _________ **INSPECTED BY:** _________ **CONDITION OF SITE:** _________

Signature of Owner/Builder: ____________________________________________

Print Name: ___________________________________________________________
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